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Cartouches on maps of North America, as a general rule, tend to emphasize the arrival 
of European explorers, an interpretation of indigenous people, local customs, animals, 

commerce & trading, settlements and natural wonders. 
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This map of the North Pole was published by Moses Pitt in the1680 English Atlas, Volume 1, 

number 3. Notice the depictions of Inuit culture and whaling along the top of the map, as well as 
the inset of Nova Zembla. Explorers took interest in the Russian island while searching for the 
Northeast Passage. Here Greenland is depicted as two islands plus a large landmass connected 

to the North American continent. 
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Novus orbis sive America Meridionalis et Septentrionalis per sua regna, provincias et insulas 
iuxta observationes et descriptiones recentiss. divisa et adornata, c. 1720, Matthaus Seutter 

 
The title cartouche is in the map’s lower left corner and shows something close to an 
ethnographic scene of Native Americans. On the right there is a chief in a feathered 
headdress, armband, cape, and garment, while an attendant shades him with a parasol; 
below a woman chews and spits pieces of manioc into a vessel to prepare cauim, the 
traditional alcoholic beverage or beer of the indigenous peoples in Brazil.On the left 
two men bring bales of tobacco and brasil wood, typical New World products, while 
cones of sugar lie in a box in the foreground. Above, another man attaches the map’s 
title banner to the rock—thus the native people are shown participating in the map’s 
colonial project. In the middle of the scene in the distance (looking through the rock 
structure) one Indian lies in a hammock and another paddles a canoe, two typical 
Native American inventions, while in the distance to the right, Indians harvest 
sugarcane and tobacco, showing important New World crops and the labor to gather 
them. At the top of the cartouche are some New World birds: a parrot, a pelican, a 
toucan, and a strange aquatic bird with a toothy beak. In this cartouche the Native 
Americans are harvesting some goods that would be sold to Europeans, but the scene 
shows indigenous life without the influence of Europeans, what Joan-Pau Rubiés has 
called “gentile civilization,” or civilization without the light of Christian religion—and 
without European colonization. 
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The cartouche in the upper left-hand corner of Seutter’s map, by contrast, shows 
Europeans very involved in the lives of the native peoples of the New World (below). 
The paragraph in the strapwork frame there is about the discovery of the Americas, the 
trade conducted there, and the progress of evangelization: 

Novus orbis. Non ratione creationis sed titulo inventionis Anteriores insulae A. 
1492 a Christoph. Colombo Genuensi primum detectae, cujus vestigia A. 1497 
secutus Americus Vesputius Florentinus, ac interior Continentis ingressus, 
immortalem gloriam reportavit, ut ex nomine ejus AMERICA appellaretur, 
quamvis vulgo Indiae Occidental. cognomento insigniatur. Hispaniae Reges 
amplissimas ditiones ibi possident, sed et Anglor Gallor Lusitanor Batavor 
frequentes coloniae et emporia celeber reperiunt. Lux Christ. fidei per 
Missionarios affulsit, in plurimis tamen regionibus spissae ad huc idololatrici 
cultus tenebrae mentes obnubilant. 
 

The New World. In the year 1492 Christopher Columbus first detected the 
Antilles, not according to the plan of creation, but rather in the name of 
discovery. Amerigo Vespucci of Florence followed in his footsteps in the year 
1497, and went into the interior of the continent, and brought back immortal 
glory, so much so that the land was called America in his name, even though it is 
commonly called the West Indies. The kings of Spain have huge dominions 
there, but there are also many colonies and trading posts of the English, the 
French, the Portuguese, and the Dutch. The light of the Christian faith shines 
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forth because of the missionaries, but in many regions the thick shadows of 
idolatrous worship still darken minds. 
 

Seutter borrowed this text, with some minor changes, from a cartouche on Adam 
Friedrich Zürner’s map Americae tam Septentrionalis quam Meridionalis in Mappa 
Geographica Delineatio (Amsterdam: Pieter Schenk, c. 1710).  
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Virginie et Floride by John Ogilby, 1671 
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Carte de la Nouvelle France et de la Louisiane Nouvellement decouverte, 1683, Louis Hennepin  
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Decorative cartouche includes allegorical figures. An angel holding a shield with a cross smites a 
fallen man who holds snakes. At right, a redeemed man and woman rise up toward cross and the 

triumph of Louisiana. One female figure holds the royal French coat of arms, another holds a 
banner with "Louis."  
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Scheeps Togt van Iamaica, Pieter van der Aa, 1714 
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Joan Blaeu, 1638 
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Totius Americae Septentrionalis et Meridionalis, Johann Baptista Homann. 1716 
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John Seller, New England, 1676 
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John Seller, 1676 
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Regni Mexicani Novae Hispaniae Ludovicianae, N. Angliae, Carolinae, Virginiae et	

Pensylvaniae,.. 
Decorative map of the US east coast with Central America and the Caribbean. Title cartouche 

with offshore shipt and the discovery of America with Christoph Kolumbus in 1492	
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From A map of New England, New Yorke, New [ersey, Mary-land & Virginia, 1676 

cartouche includes native Americans hunting, fishing, and pounding grain 
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From Virginiae partis australis, et Floridae partis orientalis, interjacentiumq, regionum Nova 
Descriptio, 1671 - cartouches include native Americans panning or mining metal from a lake 
and holding a fur skin. Also includes feathered headdress, crown, bow, buffalo horns, and fur 

garments. Uncolored version of cartouches below. 
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Novi Belgii Novaeque Angliae Nec Non Partis Virginiae Tabula, 1650, Nicolas Visscher 

A cartouche that contains the map title, author and a picture of Nieuw Yorck 
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New Amsterdam on the 1675 map Totius Neobelgii Nova et Accuratissima Tabula, Hugo Allard 

 

	
Nova Virginiae Tabula, 1671, John Ogilby (#481) 

An explanatory cartouche with local natives and animals including a lama in Virginia 
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Provinciae borealis Americae non ita pridem detectae aut magis ab europaeis excultae (“The 

Provinces of North America Recently Discovered, or Rather Developed by Europeans”), 1702, 
Henrich Scherer (#492) One of my favorite cartouches 
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The rather plain title cartouche, held aloft by a putto over unknown regions of 
northwestern North America, is in the upper left part of the map; in the upper right 
part of the map there are three ships with national symbols on their sterns, those of 
France, Spain, and England, the three powers most active in colonizing North America. 
The stern of the French ship—and thus the French fleurs-de-lis—are cast in shadow, 
suggesting a lesser role for France in the colonization of North America, and Scherer 
makes the same suggestion in the cartouche below. The cartouche that will be the focus 
of our attention on this map is in the lower right corner, above two scales of leagues. 
Here, three European men—a Frenchman, Spaniard, and Englishman, in the same 
order left to right as the ships above—hold up three maps showing their country’s 
territorial claims in North America, showing them to three Native Americans, two of 
whom are kneeling. 
 The Frenchman shows a map titled Gallorum auspiciis [Through the Hopes of the 
French], and the text below says that it shows Luysiana cum Pentilimnia, that is, 
Louisiana and the Five Lakes, that is, the Great Lakes. The map puts the Great Lakes 
beside the Mississippi River in a way completely at odds with actual geography. The 
Frenchman shows the map to a kneeling Native American who is identified as a Huron 
and who studies the map closely—particularly the part near the headwaters of the 
Mississippi that the Frenchman is revealing beneath the map’s title and pointing to. The 
Frenchman angles his map away from the other two, the same way the French ship 
sails away from the other two in the upper right corner of the map. 
 The Spaniard displays a map titled Hispanorum cura [Through the Care of the 
Spanish], and the text below says that it shows Novum Mexicum cum California, New 
Mexico with California. The Englishman displays a map titled Angloru[m] industria, 
[Through the Diligence of the English], and the text below says that it shows 
Pensylvania Mariana Carolina, that is, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Carolina. The 
Englishman and Spaniard look pointedly at each other, perhaps alluding to English 
encroachments into Spanish Florida in the 17th century. Two Iroquois look at the map 
held by the Englishman, and the one who is kneeling beseeches him, but the 
Englishman ignores him. The Iroquois who stands behind the Englishman looks down 
at his tribesman and points at the bow in his other hand, as if asking whether he should 
use it, so there is some tension in the scene. The proximity of the Iroquois and 
Englishman no doubt alludes to the so-called Covenant Chain alliances between the 
English and Iroquois during the 17th century. 
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 The titles of the three maps are interesting for their indications of the relative 
seriousness of the three nations’ commitments to their colonies in the New World: the 
contrast between the “Hopes” of the French, the “Care” of the Spanish, and the 
“Diligence” of the English shows that Scherer viewed the French as the least serious. 
This same idea as indicated in the upper right corner of the map by the divergent 
course of the French ship. This difference is also reflected in the fact that the English 
and French maps are surrounded by decorative rocaille frames, while the Spanish is 
not. It should also be noted that the titles of the French and Spanish maps are peeling 
away, apparently indicating the relative fragility of their North American possessions, 
while the title of the English map is not. 
 The cartouche is most remarkable for its early consciousness—almost 300 years 
before J. B. Harley wrote—and graphic depiction of the role of cartography in the 
colonial enterprise. Scherer depicts France, Spain, and England using maps to assert 
their geographical claims in North America, and specifically, they use their maps assert 
those claims before an audience of peoples indigenous to that region, from whom they 
had taken those lands. A European cartographer, on a European map, depicts 
European powers using maps as tools of conquest, persuading Native Americans (who 
show no resistance at all, in this wildly idealized rendering) of their territorial claims. 
Some of the violence of this tripartite colonial conquest is implicit in the virtual tearing 
of North America into three pieces from Scherer’s depiction in the large map to the 
three maps held by the Frenchman, Spaniard, and Englishman. 
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(#492)	
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Cartouche from the map of North America, 1700, by Henrich Sherer showing Christ and his 

followers (#492) 
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LAmerique selon les Nouvelles Observations de Messrs. de l'Academie des Science,  

Pieter van der Aa, 1713 
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Partie occidentale du Canada au de la Nouvelle France ou sont les Nations des Ilinois, 

de Tracy, les Iroquois, et plusieurs autres Peuples ... 1688, Coronelli 
Decorative cartouche includes native Americans hunting buffalo [?] with bows and 

arrows. Also includes a waterfall, beaver [?], European men with guns or muskets, and 
coat of arms 
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Zee en Land Togten der Franszen Gedaanna, en in't Americaans Gewest van Flordia, aller-eerst 

door Ioh. Pontius ontdekt, 1706, Pieter Vander Aa 
Map of the coast of southern North America from Virginia to Florida including Cape Francois, 

Cartographic elements include scales, some topographical details, degrees of latitude and 
longitude, location of rivers, lakes, settlements. Includes scene of warfare between native 

Americans and European soldiers, arrival by boat at fortifications. Includes ships, arrows, and 
guns or muskets. 
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Jonathan Dickensons Ramspoedige Reystogt van Jamaika na Pensylvia nagespoord, 1706,  

Pieter vander Aa 
Decorative cartouche includes a scene of the shipwreck with passengers and sailors on the shore, 

unloading supplies and people from the ship. Also includes some native Americans. 
 

 
d'Engleze Volkplanting in Virginie door Iohan Smith Bezogt en verder uytgeset. 1706, 

 Pieter Vander Aa 
Decorative cartouche shows a European soldier [John Smith] approaching a native American 
chief or leader before a millstone. Includes dwelling, scene of warfare, spears, and feathered 

headdresses. 
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Scheeps Togt Van Iamaica Gedaan na Panuco en Rio de las Palmas Aan de Golfvan Mexico 

Gelegen, 1707, Pieter van der Aa 
Cartouche includes men and horses swimming to an island from a shipwreck; men hunting 

turtles 
 

 
Iukatan en Vaste Kusten van Nieuw Spanje met de Landschappen en Eylanden ten Oosten, 

Noorden, en Zuiden, berogt, 1707, Pieter Vander Aa 
Decorative cartouche includes large group of Europeans gathered around an executioner and a 

condemned prisoner. 
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Americae Tam Septentrionalis Quam Meridionalis in Mappa Geographica Deliniatio . . ., 1709, 

Adam Friedrich Zurner/ Pieter Schenk (#509.1) 
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Includes two allegorical cartouches, including a title cartouche, flanked by two Native 
Americans and large vignette at bottom showing explorers seated around a table, 
natives worshiping in a temple, and a battle. Latin text enclosed in the cartouche 
discusses the explorations of Columbus, and Catholic missions. 
 

 
Novi Orbis sive Totius Americae cum Adiacentibus Insulis Nova exhibitio,  
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1710, Johann Christoph Weigel 
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Cartouche on the 1712 J. B.  Homann map of North America and the West Indies 

Regni Mexicani seu Novae Hispaniae, Floridae, Novae Angliae, Carolinae, Virginiae et 
Pensylvaniae, nec non Insularum, Archipelagi Mexicani in America Septentrionali. 
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Nova Acvrata Totivs Americae Tabvla, G. Blaeu, 1673 (#482) 

The cartouche in the lower right depicts the “discovers” of the New World, Christopher 
Columbus and Amerigo Vespucci. Below are four roundels containing the portraits of the four 
circumnavigators, Ferdinand Magellan, Sir Francis Drake, Sir Thomas Cavendish and Olivier 

Van Noort.  
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Nova Acvrata Totivs Americae Tabvla, G. Blaeu, 1673 (#482) 
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A compleat map of North-Carolina from an actual survey, 1770, John Collet 
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Virginia Marylandia et Carolina in America Septentrionali, 1722, Johann B. Homann 
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This map of North America, according to ye newest and most exact observations is most humbly 

dedicated by your Lordship's most humble servant Herman Moll, geographer, 1732 (#524) 
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A cartouche from the map titled A New and Exact Map of the Dominions of the King of Great 

Britain on ye Continent of North America, 1715, Herman Moll (#512) 
The cartouche emphasizes the valuable trade in beavers and a view of Niagara Falls. 
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Carte tres curieuse de la mer du sud, contenant des remarques nouvelles et tres utiles … Le tout 
pour l’intelligence Des Dissertations suivantes, 1719, Henri Abraham Châtelain 

This is a derivative of the map by Nicholas De Fer from 1713 (#511) 
Along with Henrich Scherer, these are one of the most profusely decorated maps (#513) 

 

 
 

Niagara Falls and beaver activity 
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A cartouche highlighting the cod fishery business in the North Atlantic 
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A New Map of America From the latest Observations Revised by J. Senex Most humbly 

Inscribed Lower left: I. Harris Fecit., 1719 (#520.1) 
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A cartouche that displays native people and their customs, 

 along with a birds, a crab, a turtle and a snake 
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Matthãus Seutter 
Detail of the cartouche in the lower left corner of the map Novus orbis sive America 

Meridionalis et Septentrionalis per sua regna, provincias et insulas iuxta observationes et 
descriptiones recentiss. divisa et adornata, c. 1720 

 
According to Van Duzer, the title cartouche is in the map’s lower left corner and shows 
something close to an ethnographic scene of Native Americans. On the right there is a 
chief in a feathered headdress, armband, cape, and garment, while an attendant shades 
him with a parasol; below a woman chews and spits pieces of manioc into a vessel to 
prepare cauim, the traditional alcoholic beverage or beer of the indigenous peoples in 
Brazil.On the left two men bring bales of tobacco and brasilwood, typical New World 
products, while cones of sugar lie in a box in the foreground. Above, another man 
attaches the map’s title banner to the rock—thus the native people are shown 
participating in the map’s colonial project. In the middle of the scene in the distance 
(looking through the rock structure) one Indian lies in a hammock and another paddles 
a canoe, two typical Native American inventions, while in the distance to the right, 
Indians harvest sugarcane and tobacco, showing important New World crops and the 
labor to gather them. At the top of the cartouche are some New World birds: a parrot, a 
pelican, a toucan, and a strange aquatic bird with a toothy beak. In this cartouche the 
Native Americans are harvesting some goods that would be sold to Europeans, but the 
scene shows indigenous life without the influence of Europeans, what Joan-Pau Rubiés 
has called “gentile civilization,” or civilization without the light of Christian religion—
and without European colonization. 
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Matthãus Seutter 
Detail of the cartouche in the upper left corner of the map Novus orbis sive America 

Meridionalis et Septentrionalis per sua regna, provincias et insulas iuxta observationes et 
descriptions recentiss. divisa et adornata, c. 1720 

 
According to Van Duzer, the cartouche in the upper left-hand corner of Seutter’s map 
shows Europeans very involved in the lives of the native peoples of the New World. 
The paragraph in the strap-work frame there is about the discovery of the Americas, the 
trade conducted there, and the progress of evangelization (in translation): 

The New World. In the year 1492 Christopher Columbus first detected the 
Antilles, not according to the plan of creation, but rather in the name of discovery. 
Amerigo Vespucci of Florence followed in his footsteps in the year 1497, and went 
into the interior of the continent, and brought back immortal glory, so much so 
that the land was called America in his name, even though it is commonly called 
the West Indies. The kings of Spain have huge dominions there, but there are also 
many colonies and trading posts of the English, the French, the Portuguese, and 
the Dutch. The light of the Christian faith shines forth because of the missionaries, 
but in many regions the thick shadows of idolatrous worship still darken minds. 

The decoration of the cartouche continues the themes of European conquest and 
evangelization. A personification of religion, seated above the text, presides over the 
scene holding a cross, a chalice, and a Bible, and she has a shining sun above her head. 
The banner beside her reads In Occidente lux in Occidua orta, which is strange repetitive 
Latin that literally means “In the West a light, in the West has risen,” and refers to the 
arrival of Christianity to the New World. The phrase plays with the idea that God’s 
glory had come from the East, mentioned in Ezekiel 43:2, and perhaps with a sentence 
attributed to Bartholomaeus Pisanus (Bartholomew Rinonico, who died c. 1401) that 
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had been circulating in the late 17th century and early 18th century that seemed to 
suggest that the blessings of the Virgin, identified with light, had come from the East. 
To the left three men wearing different clothing sit at a table; they seem to represent 
explorers from three different countries, perhaps Spanish, Italian, and English—
possibly Hernán Cortés, Christopher Columbus, and Henry Hudson. There is a bowl of 
eggs on the table, and the figure on the left who might be Columbus points to an 
upright egg, evidently alluding to the earth’s sphericity, and thus the global ambitions 
of European exploration. The banner above reads Inventis facile est addere, [It is easy to 
add to [our] discoveries], an arrogant proclamation of European hunger for further 
conquests. Seutter’s cartouche artist Gottfried Rogg borrowed the scene of the explorers 
around a table, with one of them pointing at an egg, from Adam Friedrich Zürner’s 
map Americae tam Septentrionalis quam Meridionalis of c. 1710.  

On the right in Seutter’s cartouche two indigenous men kneel before a modest 
altar, having placed offerings of pearls, jewels, and a vessel on the ground. The altar 
has upon it a crucifix, a chalice, a pitcher, and what seem to be communion wafers. In 
the background two more native men bring additional offerings, and above there is a 
banner that reads Aeternas anhelat opes, [It breaths forth eternal riches]. The word 
“eternal” suggests that the import of the sentence is religious, and thus that the subject 
of the verb is either the crucifix on the altar or the light of Christianity that has risen in 
the West. But the phrase also seems to point to the riches being brought to the altar by 
the native men—the reward for the conquests by the explorers at the other table. 

Again, according to Van Duzer, We are no doubt to compare and contrast the 
explorers’ table on the left with the altar on the right, the boundless territorial greed of 
the explorers with the spiritual riches freely offered by the Church to the peoples of the 
New World. This depiction of the colonial enterprise, with the personification of 
religion overseeing exploration as well as evangelization, and the emphasis on the 
benefits of Christianity rather than on the pain of conquest, is certainly a whitewashing.  
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Totius Americae Septentrionalis et Meridionalis, 1710 
Two decorative cartouches show native Americans. The upper cartouche shows native 

Americans worshipping an idol at right and at left, a priest standing before figures, in the 
middle is a triangle. The lower cartouche shows native Americans with feather headdresses and 

capes, animals (armadillo, opossum, and a beaver'). scene of countryside with dwellings and 
windmills (same cartouche as in Nicolas de Fer's Amerique meridionale. Paris 1699). 
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Amplissimae Regionis Mississipi Seu Provinciae Ludovicianae A R.P. Ludovico Hennepin 

Francisc Miss In America Septentrionali Anno 1687 . . ., 1720, Johann Baptiste Homann (#520) 
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A cartouche that contains the title, date and author surrounded by a missionary, natives, a bull, 

and Niagara Falls 
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Decorative inset shows view of New York City, [New Amsterdam], with ships, fortifications, 

churches, dwellings, wharfs. Items in the image are lettered for identification in a key below. The 
inset is decorated with black men [slaves?] carrying fish, wood, gold, and barrels up to 
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mythological figures (Mercury, god of commerce, carrying a caduceus and Mars, god of war, 
holding an olive branch) who give olive branch and map to British king. Other details include 

British royal coat of arms. Decorative elements also include animals and representations of two 
native American villages. 

 

 
 

Henry Popple's 1733 atlas Map of the British Empire in America features a cartouche 
remarkable for its mysterious symbolism, including a severed head of a (we assume European) 

man with an arrow sticking into it and the title, author and place of publication along with 
scenes of natives, an alligator, monkeys and commerce (#531) 
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A detail of the Henry Popple map cartouche showing the severed head with arrow, a crocodile, 

two monkeys, and female figure. 
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A map of the south part of Nova Scotia and it's fishing banks engraved by T. Jefferys geographer 

to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, 1750 
Cartouche includes a cannon, British flag, boat, men building a building and mending fishing 
nets. Dedication to the Lords Commissioners for Trade and Plantations signed "T Jefferys." 

"Where in a few days will be publish'd a new Map of France, and a Plan of Coventry." 
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Sebastian Bauman’s Battle of Yorktown, Virginia, 1782 
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Based on careful surveys taken on the spot immediately after the British surrender, Sebastian 
Bauman’s Plan of the Investment of York and Gloucester was the first published American map 
documenting the decisive allied victory at Yorktown. Bauman’s Plan was, moreover, the most 

detailed battlefield map of the Revolutionary War drawn by an American engineer. Published in 
Philadelphia in 1782, it was the source for many later maps of the Siege of Yorktown. With its 

detailed treatment of fields, wetlands, woodlots and roads, as well as the camps and fortified line 
of the American, French and British forces, it is an exceptionally valuable document for 

understanding the siege and for appreciating and preserving the battlefield. 
Unlike the cartographers of the British army, whose movements would have been restricted after 

the surrender, Bauman had access to the whole area, including the sites of the American and 
French encampments in the countryside south of the scene of action. He depicted the landscape 
in extraordinary detail, including woodlots and tree lines and other features rarely depicted in 

maps of the period. In the southwest corner of the map, General Washington’s quarters are 
indicated with a marquis tent, as are General Rochambeau’s across the road. General Lafayette’s 
quarters were adjacent to the American hospital on the southeastern side. Bauman would have 
been well familiar with the “American Park of Artillery,” which he marked with a row of tiny 

cannon, an area that included a magazine and laboratory. But for all its rich documentary detail, 
Bauman and Scot’s masterpiece was ultimately a celebration of the American victory. The map’s 

powerful, swirling design draws the viewer to its triumphant center—“The Field where the 
British laid Down their Arms.”  
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	Nouvelle Carte des Endroits, où l'on a taché de découvirir en 1746 & 1747 un Passage par le 
Nord-ouëst, avec les Routes, que les Vaisseaux ont tenues ... Nieuwe Kaart ..1750 

 Decorative cartouche includes horses, bow and arrow, and trident. 
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Pensylvania Nova Jersey et Nova York cum Regionibus ad Fluvium Delaware in America sitis,  
1758 Decorative cartouches includes Native Americans or black people smoking a pipe, leaning 
against a musket or gun, offering a basket of fish to a European gentleman, rabbits, deer or stag, 

turkey, bear [?], snake, birds, and bales of tobacco, a woman holding a sheaf of wheat who sits 
beside the royal English coat of arms. 
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America das Mitternächtige nach der Zeichnung des Herrn Wilhelm Delisle in Verlag Joh. 

Justin Gebauers, 1752 
Decorative cartouches include native Americans offering bowls of fruit and tusks. Also includes 

rolls of tobacco, bird, stag or deer, arrows, spear, feathered headdresses and garment, snakes, 
parasol, domestic animals such as goats, and packages. 
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L'Amerique Septentrionale divisee en ses principaux Etats…1762 [Sea of the West], 1762, Jean 

Janvier (#550.2) 
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The large, ornate cartouche from John Mitchell's Map of the British and French Dominions in North 

America, 1755 (#551.1) 
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A cartouche from the map titled Nuove Scoperte de' Russi al Nord del Mare del Sud si 

nell'Asia, che nell'America . . . 1776, by Antonio Zatta (#560.2) The cartouche displays an 
alligator, elephant, rhinoceros and a griffin, but no indication where these animals could be 

found  
	

	
Carta geographica della florida nelp americ settentrionale. G. Albrizzi, 1740 
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Paul Revere, A View of Part of the Town of Boston in New-England and Brittish [sic] Ships of 
War Landing their Troops! 1768, 1768 

 
From Chet Van Duzer: The cartouche in the lower right-hand corner contains Revere’s 
sarcastic dedication of the map to the Earl of Hillsborough (1718-1793), who had 
ordered the British troops to Boston. The satiric dedication reads (expanding some of 
the abbreviations for clarity): “To the Earl of Hillsborough, His Majesty’s Secretary of State 
for America, This View of the only well Plan’d Expedition, formed for supporting ye dignity of 
Britain & chastising ye insolence of America, is humbly Inscrib’d.  

The cartouche shows a Native American woman nonchalantly holding a bow 
and arrow, with her foot on the neck of a British soldier below. The fallen soldier’s 
musket and hat indicate that he is a grenadier of the XXIXth Regiment of Foot, which 
was precisely the regiment that was occupying Boston: the soldiers on Long Quay wear 
hats of the same shape. 

Using a Native American to personify the British colonies was a bold choice. 
Revere was no doubt familiar with personifications of America as a Native American 
woman43, which appeared on many maps and might have inspired his choice here. 
The map is propaganda, and Revere’s idea was probably to insult the British by 
suggesting that “even” a female Native American could defeat their soldiers. 
Nevertheless, the appropriation of the status of the Native Americans as colonial 
subjects by the American colonists is surprising and problematic. 
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Amerika, est nor ashkharhagrakan znnuteants': p'oragreaI i Venetik i Vans Srboyn Ghazaru i 

t’uis merurn 1236, 1787. Armenian map of the Western Hemisphere 
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The first appearance of the new American flag on a map 
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G.M. Cassini, 1797 map of the Great Lakes 
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A cartouche from Nouvelle France ou le Canada; Didier and Gilles Robert de Vaugondy; 1755. 
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A cartouche from the Map of the most Inhabited part of New England, 1776, Thomas Jefferys 
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A Map of the most Inhabited part of Virginia containing the whole Province of Maryland with 

Part of Pensilvania, New Jersey and North Carolina Thos, Jefferys Geographer to His Royal 
Highness .. , 1755. Designed by Francis Hayman and engraved by Charles Grignion, this is one 

of the earliest surviving pictorial representations of the Virginia tobacco trade, reflecting its 
dependence upon slave labor. Framed and garlanded with tobacco leaves, the cartouche presents 
a waterfront scene: well-heeled merchants converse, sitting and standing, while another tallies 

barrels for shipment. Meanwhile slaves load the barrels on ships, while another serves drink to a 
seated, smoking merchant. 
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A cartouche from The Provinces of New York, and New Jersey; with part of Pennsilvania, and 

the Province of Quebec, 1776, Thomas Jefferys 
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First Lords Proprietors Map of the Carolinas  

 
James Moxon/John Ogilby. "A New Discription of Carolina By Order of the Lords Proprietors." 

From John Ogilby's America. London: John Ogilby, 1673.  
Engraving by James Joseph Moxon.  
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Johann Baptist Homann, 1716 
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To the Right Honorable Wills, Earl of Hillsborough, first Lord Commissioner of Trade & 

Plantations, this map of the county of Middlesex in the island of Jamaica (laid down from the 
papers, and under the direction of Henry Moore, Esqr., His Majesty's Lieutenant Governor and 
Commander in Chief of that island, in the years 1756, -57, -58, -59, -60, & 61 and from a great 
number of actual surveys performed by the publishers) is humbly inscribed by His Lordship's 

most obedient & most humble servants, Thos. Craskell, engineer, Jas. Simpson, surveyor, 1763 
cartouche includes a hunting scene with dogs attacking a pig. 
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L’Amerique, J.B. Nolin, 1720 
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L’Amerique, J.B. Nolin, 1720, colonist shooting cannibals 

 

 
A Topographical Plan of that part of the Indian~Country through which the Army under the 
Command of Colonel Bouquet marched in the year 1764 by Thos. Hutchins Asst. Engineer 
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Cartouche includes native Americans (families with papoose) smoking, canoeing, cooking, and 
preparing a deer for eating and a scene showing a British encampment with officers negotiating 
with native Americans; also included is a scale and compass rose. Inset title, "A General Map of 

the Country on the Ohio and Muskingham Shewing the Situation of the Indian=Towns ...". 
Shows afforestation and other details of terrain. 
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A cartouche from A Map of the Province of South Carolina, 1773, James Cook 

James Cook's 1773 map of South Carolina has a cartouche that follows Jefferys' themes of 
colonial enterprise, nature, and indigenous peoples 
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Partie orientale du Canada, avec la Nouvelle Angleterre, l'Acadie, et la Terre-Neuve, 1776, 

Santini, cartouche includes a boat and a beaver 
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Le isole Bermude, 1778 

Map of Bermuda on left side of decorative engraved title page. Inset map of Bermuda set within a 
scene of palm trees, beaver [?], dwellings, ships, and birds 
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Canada, Le Colonie Inglesi con La Luigiana, e Florida di nuova Projezion, 1778,  

Presso Antonio Zatta 
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Carte du theatre de la guerre presente en Amerique, 1779 

Map of the northeastern coast of North America including part of Canada with an inset of the 
coast from Massachusetts to New Jersey. Cartographic elements include scales and sea banks. 

Decorative cartouche shows a native American woman wearing feathered headdress and 
garments holding a Liberty cap on a pole under a papaya tree. The cartouche also includes 

British soldiers and colonial soldiers in battle next to a fallen hollow column, flag, and artillery. 
Includes corn and a royal coat of arms between two lions. 
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Sammuel Dunn, 1776 
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Carte des Etats-Unis de l'Amerique suivant Ie traite de paix de 1783 Dediee et Presentee A. S. 

Excellence Mr. Benjamin Franklin .. , 1784 
Map of the United States of America after the Treaty of Peace of 1783 flanked by text listing 

principal military events of the American War for Independence. At right of inset:  
"Les treize Etats-Unis" listed with their capitals. Cartouche design incorporates naval vessel 

with sailor hanging arms of United States, Society of Cincinnati, and Benjamin Franklin on its 
sails.  
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Henry S. Tanner, A Map of North America, Constructed According To The Latest Information 

... Improved to 1825 
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A cartouche from A map of the United States of North America, 1802, Aaron Arrowsmith 
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A cartouche from the map Vermont From actual Survey Delineated & Engraved by Amos 

Doolittle, 1795, Mathew Carey 
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William Faden, 1809 

 

 
A cartouche from the Map of America, 1811, Aaron Arrowsmith 
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A cartouche from the Map of the Provinces of Upper & Lower Canada with the adjacent parts of 
the United States of America, 1815, Joseph Bouchette and William Faden  
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1776 
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Antonio Zatta, 1776 
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Antonio Zatta, 1778 
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1770 
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1775 
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A cartouche from A Map of North America, 1823, Henry Tanner 
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A cartouche from the Map of The States Of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, 

Connecticut & Rhode Island, 1823, Henry Tanner 
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The United States map shows an oddly configured Texas and New Mexico, pre-Indian Territory 
region called Western Territory, massive Missouri Territory, odd elongated Nebraska Territory 

extending to Canada and other odd borders. Vignettes of Washington, Franklin, the Washington 
Monument, a Buffalo Hunt, Indians trading with settlers and two other vignettes. 
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George	W.	Colton.	"Map	of	the	United	States	of	America,	the	British	Provinces,	Mexico,	the	
West	Indies	and	Central	America	with	part	of	New	Grenada	and	Venezuela."	With	inset:	"Map	
of	the	Atlantic	Ocean	showing	the	American	and	European	Ports	and	the	Routes	of	the	Ocean	
Steamers."	New	York:	J.	H.	Colton,	1852.	35	x	43.5”.	Credits	read,	"Map	drawn	by	Gee.	W.	
Colton,"	"Engraved	by	John	M.	Atwood,"	and	"Border	desigd.	&	engd.	by	W.	S.	Barnard."		
This	separately-issued	map	of	the	United	States	including	the	Transmississippi	West	was	
published	at	an	interesting	period	in	the	events	which	shaped	the	political	configuration	of	
the	west	as	well	as	its	topographical	description.	The	map	shows	the	political	configuration	
just	after	the	Compromise	of	1850,	which	created	the	state	of	California	and	the	territories	of	
Utah	and	New	Mexico,	all	depicted	here.	After	the	acquisition	of	this	western	region	at	the	end	
of	the	Mexican	War,	it	was	soon	realized	that	a	transcontinental	railroad	was	needed	to	

connect	those	lands	with	the	east,	but	between	the	two	was	a	unorganized	Indian	Territory,	
which	made	such	a	railroad	practically	impossible.	Thus	there	was	a	demand	for	the	creation	

of	a	territory-called	the	Nebraska	Territory	after	the	Indian	name	of	the	Platte	River-
spanning	the	plains	between	the	Missouri	and	the	continental	divide.	However,	the	political	
divisions	between	the	South	and	North	prevented	the	creation	of	such	a	territory	until	1854,	
but	this	map	shows	one	early	plan,	which	one	assumes	Colton	thought	would	be	created.		
Besides	its	interesting	political	depiction,	the	map	is	a	cornucopia	of	details	about	the	
American	West.	A	number	of	early	exploration	routes	are	indicated,	including	those	of	
Fremont,	Kearny	and	Doniphan,	as	are	emigrant/trade	routes	such	as	the	Santa	Fe,	

California	and	Oregon	Trails.	Indian	information	is	provided,	including	a	note	on	the	"Indian	
Enchanted	Ground"	in	today's	South	Dakota	and	Wyoming.	The	map	is	decorative	as	well	as	
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historically	significant,	with	an	elaborate,	grapevine	border	that	includes	12	vignettes	of	
various	locations	of	interest.	

	

	


